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A pressing issue in multilingual literacy research is the need for work that is grounded in, or contributes to, the construction of elaborated theoretical outlooks. On the whole, a great deal of bilingual and English-language learner literacy research has been published without explicit reference, or with only incidental reference, to theory about how multilingual literacy processes might function and develop, how they might be similar to and different from monolingual literacy processes, and how learning and using multiple languages might affect one’s literacy (cf. August & Hakuta, 1997; Fitzgerald, 1995; Fitzgerald & Cummins, 1999; Garcia, 2000). There are notable exceptions, such as Bernstein’s (1991, 2000) seminal work toward developing a theory of second-language reading and Carroll, Devine, and Eseyis’s (1988) description of second-language reading as an interactive process. The word theory is complicated to define. Researchers and philosophers who hold different epistemological stances may attribute different meanings to it (cf. Creswell, 2002; Hill, 1977–1978). However, most educators and researchers in the social sciences consider theory to be an inherent part of their work and press for it to be explicit (cf. Hill, 1977–1978). For my purposes in this brief commentary, I use the following definitions: the formal or informal identification of sets of variables, constructs, or principles and of hypothetical explanations of relationships between and among those variables, constructs, or principles. (This definition draws from work by Creswell, 2002; DeGroot, 1969; Keilinger, 1965; Mitchell & Myles, 1998; Pedhazur & Schmelkin, 1991.)

How theory might move multilingual literacy research forward

There are many ways in which more elaborate and explicit theory might move multilingual literacy research forward. I offer here two brief and minimal ly delineated illustrations. I am impelled to preface my comments by stating that it is very difficult to comment upon theory briefly—in part because clarity usually requires detail and specificity, including specificity of terms. As I have written and rewritten this piece, I have found it nearly impossible to wend my way toward details and specificity about particular theories in this short piece. I occasionally refer to “language” or “reading” as if they were singular processes, when instead I mean to acknowledge the plurality of processes and subprocesses that such labels should represent. My illustrations of theories are also crude and bare. In short, I point to sketchy possibilities of theories that might or might not merit further elaboration. At the same time, theory is so connected to research and practice that some discussion of its importance for multilingual literacy is not only warranted but, I think, necessary.

Let me return now to two examples of how elevating our awareness of theory and of how theory specification might move multilingual literacy research forward. First, when multiple theories, especially competing or even incompatible theories, of the same phenomena are explicitly stated, possibilities increase for enhancing our understandings of multilingual literacy. When researchers or practitioners disagree about particular issues, often their different underlying theories of the topic being discussed are at the heart of their disagreements. However, because the theories are “hidden,” sometimes discussions do not realize that others adhere to different basic theories. Discussion around the “hidden” theories might yield fruitful understandings or at least clarify issues underlying disagreements.

For example, some of the most pressing contemporary questions in multilingual reading today, at least in the United States, revolve around the learners’ oral proficiencies in the native and in the new language in relation to reading in the native and in the new language. Via-via classroom practice, one central question often asked about these relations is, “Should we wait to teach reading in the new language until students have developed some optimal level of oral proficiency in the new language?”
Let me briefly and minimally suggest two possible competing theoretical outlooks of how oral language processes and reading processes might be related. Let's say across two cultures using alphabetic written systems. In both outlooks, language understandings learned in one language are used in the other language. However, in one theoretical stance that I'll call the General Factor Theory (cf. Cronbach, 1970), one generic set of language sub-processes undergirds a student's learning of different facets of a "new" language—for example, phonology, syntax, semantics, and pragmatics. A cornerstone of this outlook is that language subprocesses are not attached to a particular "mode" (reading, writing, listening, speaking) as they are learned. Rather, once a subprocess is learned, that understanding is available for use in any mode.

In a competing theoretical outlook that I will call the Oral Precidence Theory, a cornerstone set is that oral language understandings in the new language form the bases for reading and writing processes and development in the new language. Hypothetically, new language understandings would be first acquired and learned in the specific modalities of listening and speaking, and these understandings then would provide a foundation for learning about reading and writing. Oral understandings in the new language would become available for use and transfer to reading and writing in the new language.

These competing theoretical outlooks have implications for whether and how reading in the new language could begin in concert with listening and speaking in the new language. According to the General Factor Theory, a student could learn about a facet or process involved in the new language—for example, above a syntactical structure in the new language—first through listening and speaking, and then his or her understanding could be used and manifested in reading and writing. It is equally possible according to this theory that a student could learn about a syntactical structure in the new language through reading and writing first and that understanding could then be manifested later in listening and speaking. Conversely, according to the Oral Precidence Theory, students should first develop some optimal level of oral proficiency in the new language before learning to read and write it.

It is possible that at least part of the controversy around when to begin reading instruction in the new language arises when some researchers and practitioners tacitly adhere to the General Factor Theory while others tacitly adhere to the Oral Precidence Theory. Would detailed explication of theories such as these assist differing "camps" of researchers and practitioners in better understanding their own "locations" in the possible array of theories? Could such explication also lead researchers to consider creative designs for studies that might render clearer support for selected conceptions over others? Could such explication provide a basis for designing a series of related studies that collectively over time could render clearer insights about the issues surrounding relationships between multilingual oracy and literacy? A second example of how increased awareness of theory and greater theory specification could move multilingual literacy forward has to do with the possibility of creating interlocking webs of theories. To provide another rough illustration, imagine a sort of "grand" ever-broadening theory of multilingual literacy in which multilingual literacy was viewed as involving multiple, interacting webs of factors including, for example, individual cognitions and affects for and about language—oral and literate—in both native and new language, the past and present school and classroom environments of the individual, and the past and present family and community environments. Consider the possibility that many of the webs of factors are equal in importance and moreover that various factors within webs interact and that various webs of factors also interact.

Koda's (1996) work on second-language word recognition provided an illustration of a researcher working across subnets of webs, not in a grand theory in which a wide variety of factors are accounted for but nonetheless across webs of theories. Specifically, she connected theoretical webs addressing native-language word reading and new-language word reading. Through examining word recognition research on second-language learners (mostly adults) who have already learned to read in their native language, Koda suggested a "superordinate" (any term) connectionist theory of second-language word recognition in reading, focusing on the necessity of accounting for understandings of native-language orthography. She pointed to the ways in which first- and second-language orthographies are evoked during second-language word recognition and how they interactively mold second-language word recognition. In addition to exemplifying the work of making connections across two or more theoretical arenas, Koda's research-based "superordinate" theory building across native- and second-language reading provides an example for other researchers of how the "step up" to theory can potentially create ideas for future exploration.

Currently, it is perhaps more common for researchers to work within, particular webs. For instance, whereas some researchers have focused their
research more on the cognitions involved in multilingual reading (e.g., Fitzgerald & Noble, 1999; 2000; Geva, 1999; Geva, Wade-Woolley, & Shany, 1993; Geva, Yaghoub-Zadeh, & Schuster, 2000; Hakuni, Ferdinand, & Dina, 1987; Weber & Longhi, 2001), others have focused more on the sociocultural features of multilingual literacy (e.g., Manjak, 2000; Moll, 2000; Moll & Davitz, 1996; Walter, 1995). The first set of researchers centered their work in the origins of the individual psychology of reading and of learning to read in English, while the other set of researchers centered their work on social and cultural theories. The former works to design research focused on cognitions in reading, take samples and measures of those cognitions, and describe students' development of cognitive understandings about reading. The latter works to design research focused on the socialization and micropolitics of the classroom, school, or community and to collect data in markedly different ways and concludes by describing students' literacy development as it evolves in relation to the classroom, school, or community environments.

While both sets of researchers can make important contributions to the field, there is little or no discussion in the literature of how results of such different studies might relate to one another or whether they might be theoretically connected in some way. Could a web of interlocking theories—grand theory—help us to locate different sets of researchers in a way in which we could better understand and value results of their respective studies? Might results of the two sets of studies in my reading example be comparable? When viewed from a grand theory outlook, do the results from one set inform results from the other? Would a grand theory help if researchers were to position their research questions and findings in relation to the grand web? By clarifying the place of our findings in the grand theory, would we be more thoughtful and cautious about the parameters of our work and the generalizations we make from our findings? Would a grand theory of interlocking webs help us to plan better programmatic research so that findings could build upon previous findings and inform iterations of the grand theory?

Implications of considering greater emphasis on multilingual literacy theory development

There are at least four immediate implications that derive from a call for increased awareness of, and emphasis on, multilingual literacy theory. The first is that researchers should be more reflective about the theories from which they work and where their theories are positioned in the field. Their theoretical underpinnings should also be explicitly stated in reports of their research. Such reflection and explicitness should enable the potential significance of multilingual research because when a theoretical frame is visible, there is greater potential of synthesizing findings across studies in more meaningful ways. A second implication arises from the idea of achieving a grand theory of interconnected webs of theories. While multilingual literacy is, and has been, examined from many different perspectives in many different fields—such as linguistics, speech and language development, sociology, early childhood education, and psychology—discussions among researchers and theoreticians across fields has been infrequent. Similarly, multilingual literacy research is done around the world, but international collaboration are rare. Increased interdisciplinary and transnational work would likely greatly inform the field and contribute to more detailed webs of theories about multilingual literacy.

Practically, while independent multilingual literacy researchers in general should consider their theoretical underpinnings, make them explicit, and be aware of potentially competing theories, the conduct of research based upon, or contributing to, such interlocking theories might involve differing compositions of interdisciplinary teams. Some might be large teams of researchers, perhaps teams seeking large-scale grants. Some might be smaller groups working on smaller subsets of issues. Ideally, interdisciplinary international teams would also be able to obtain funding, though, to my knowledge, such funding is not available at present.

A third implication of increased specification of theory and of building interconnecting webs of theories is that policy issues might be better informed. Many of the major current controversies and policy issues in the field of multilingual literacy today are nested in two or more possible webs within a grand theory of interlocking webs. For instance, one could consider the policy question "Should we withdraw reading instruction in a new language until some optimal level of oral proficiency is developed?" The question at least is part focuses on the potential theoretical linkages of a web of oral language theory, a web of reading theory, and a web of sociopolitical concerns. "Should we generally ensure that all students learn to read in their native language before reading in the new language?" That question at least in part centers on the potential theoretical linkages
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The term literacy is interpreted and defined in different ways by scholars, legislators, and members of the general public. The more formalized statements of literacy are not, however, simply disinterested or detached musings but rather active rhetorical efforts to legitimate the status quo and preserve the privileges enjoyed by specific groups. In most cases, these interests can be traced back to those aspects of the authors' identities that draw from, reflect, and are shaped by their ethnicity or race, class, gender, and other salient factors. An important distinction for this discussion is the difference or, perhaps I should note, the sameness between these political perspectives on literacy as opposed to those elusive aspects of literacy that are, at least in the minds of some, relatively stable. Although important, formal statements seldom match the ways that literacy itself is enacted, these enactments are contingent upon who the participants are, where said literacy practices occur, which ideas and technologies are available, and what the prevailing interests and goals of the participants are. In other words, formal statements fail to anticipate, or even fully describe, the roles played by literacy in the lives of students, their families, and teachers. Still, the formal definitions are politically important because they serve to conside or delegitimize literacy practices that either challenge or uphold the status quo. By way of illustration, I refer the reader to current notions of literacy that claim to be grounded in notions of verifiability, reliability, and replicability (National Reading Panel, 2000a, 2000b; Snow, Burns, & Griffin, 1998). Only instantiations of literacy reducible to such terms are deemed "scientific" and thus worthy of official state recognition and support. It should be pointed out, however, that these efforts have been quite successful with respect to imposing conditions and terms for instruction, curriculum design and selection, assessment, and state-supported research as can be seen in recent legislation (see http://edworkforce.house.gov/ issues/107th/submesrd07.htm). These political realities also suggest to the astute reader what some of the more problematic aspects of continuous can be in the political arena and why education, at least in some cases, be preferable (Dhillon & Standish, 2000). In other words, I believe that far from advancing the academic achievements of marginalized groups, these mainstream definitions of literacy will serve only to legitimate and exacerbate current inequities.

Given the overall content described above, I would like to explore alternative conceptions of literacy that emphasize economic, historical, transnational, technological, and other expanded notions of literacy that I believe hold much more potential for improving access to literacy in a multilingual world.